
 
SAVE SEFTON PARK MEADOWS CAMPAIGN STARTED ON 22 MARCH 2013 – FOUR YEARS AGO!  
 
Four years ago today, on Friday 22 March 2013, a group of protesters  lobbied the Council Cabinet 
meeting where a Mayoral Recommendation to sell Sefton Park Meadows for housing development was 
approved. This gave rise to the Save Sefton Park Meadows campaign which has received huge public 
support from local people and further afield helping to make the campaign so high profile and effective. 
 
In these past 4 years we have proved through researching Council documents that Sefton Park 
Meadows always have been an integral part of Sefton Park. We have seen a Redrow planning 
application of January 2015, which hundreds of people submitted very detailed objections to, kicked 
into the long grass by Liverpool Council. We employed a Planning Consultant, thanks to campaign 
supporter’s donations, to compile our professional objections report. 
 
During September – October 2016 the Draft Liverpool Local Plan was published for public consultation 
and many SSPM campaign supporters submitted their comments on it. The Draft Liverpool Plan 
revealed the following points. 
  
1. It has been possible to meet the 2013 to 2033 overall housing requirement through the use of sites 
which are brownfield and do not involve building on public parks or green open spaces.  
 
2. A Key Priority of the Draft Local Plan is protecting Liverpool City Parks for the health and wellbeing of 
the population.  
 
3. The recreational function, visual amenity, historic and structural quality and value of the  City’s  green  
infrastructure resource will be protected and enhanced.  
 
4. Liverpool's natural environmental and heritage assets are an integral part of Liverpool's distinctive 
character and have benefits for climate change, health and biodiversity. The protection and 
enhancement of all these assets is therefore important. 
 
In April - May 2017 the final version of the Local Plan will be published. It will take into account the 
comments made during the 2016 consultation. Public consultation comments on the final version of the 
Local Plan will be sent to a Government independent inspector for examination. The Local Plan will be 
adopted in December 2017 and the legal challenge period commences.     

The Strategic Green & Open Spaces Review Board (SGOSRB) Final Report published in October 2016 
revealed the following points. 
  
a) Health and Environmental factors make an irrefutable case for not building on public green spaces 
such as Sefton Park Meadows. 
 
b) The SGOSRB Chair’s  Comments and Concluding Thoughts confirm that the temptation to sell off Parks 
and public green spaces is folly, there will never be an excuse for building on public green space and all 
public green space should be legally protected in perpetuity. 
 

In view of the above facts, Liverpool City Council should NOW be publicly declaring that Sefton 
Park Meadows will never be sold for housing development and remain as public green space in 
perpetuity. Or will it take them four more years to reach this obvious conclusion? 
 


